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INTRODUCTION STATEMENT

The California State Polytechnic University, Pdinona received an NSF Grant

to assist in the development of an engineering technology program. This engi-

neering technology program is to be implemented within an existing School of

Engineering. We have attemlated to use the funds made available in such a Nay

that educational institutions, in addition to-Cal Poly, Pomona might benefit

from our investigations, con'clusions and recommendations.. We have designated

several -areas in which'We feel an input is needed in order to meaningfully

°develop an engineering technOlogy program. One of these Areas.is that of .

laboratory equipment and facilities,

Dr. Quay D. Ives, Chairman of our Engineering Service Department, was asked

to' assist in establishing i model for engineering technology laboratories. His

charge was as follows:

"Quay D. I'Ves August 7, 1973

In order to insure proper direction of the Engineering Technology
Department at Cal Poly, Pomona and simultaneously contribute needed

information to the National Community of Universities and Engineering

Schools (via NSF Grant reporting), it is proposed that additional
thought be given to the objective, constraints and controlling para-
meters of a viable and meaningful laboratory for Engineering Tephnology

programs. Therefore,,the following assignment is proposed-to iccomplish

these ends:

Develdp a concise model, or models, for Engineering Technology laboratories
based on iie following considerations:

1. Identify clearly and concisely the objective of the Engineering
Technology laboratory and means of verifying the validity of the
objective.

2. Expectations of industry as to student capability at graduatfon.
a

3. Identify clearly the Engineering Technology laboratory experience
as compared to current apd/or traditional disciplines.

Viable options, if any, for gaining practical or laborhtory experience

other than the.University laboratory.
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Constraints on facilities and ,equipment selection:

Roll the instructor playS in the Engineering Technology laboNtory."

.

Dr. Ives report titled, "Laboratory Characteristics in Technical Education"

approaches lab requirements for technical.use simultaneously from a philosophical

pdint of view Ad a practical point of view. This report should'be of value to

tho* people involved with technical education, whether it be engineering or

engineel-ing technology.
s,

Ith
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A CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATION OF TECHNICAL SCIENTIFIC SHOPS AND
LABORATORY PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS IN TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION:

EMPHASIS UPON M/DDLE RANGE OF THE MANPOWER SPECTR9M

By: Dr. Quay D. Ives

IUTRODUCTION

The research reported in'this section of the study is

to provide a body of information on technical-scientific shop

designed
(,

and lab-

oratory education in, the field of technological education with emphasis

upoh the middle range of the manpower'. spectrum. Shdp and TaboratgrY

facilities are generally considered to be an indispensable part of all

technological education, for at some point in time man must translate

his feelings and thoughts about things into an action process. This

basic translation process can generally, function more economically in

a synthesized setting for action, a laboratory, rather than in the real

world where final proofs must be obtained.

Scientists have always recognized that new knowledge is'a pro-

duct of the laboratory rather than a product of academic search in the

library. Experimentation and discovery are -Ole essential hallmar*s of

technological education. Technological education is directly related

to.the defense and welfare of Ois nation. At present there appears to

be nQ organized body of material on this subject: Os study has been

attempted in order to gain more knowledge .on the utilization of these

faCilities as they now exist in our'society. It is hoped that the

material presented will not.only serve to piofile this important area

1
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of educational endeavor, but more importantly, provide increased aware-

ness. It is also hoped that this will result in further research in

this field of endeavor.

The twentieth century has witnessed an unprecedented develep-

ment within the field of technological education. Its growth and

development rup parallel to th,(expansion of knowledge and the many new

advances in the technical skills. At the same tine technological

education has served to stimulate and accelerale th'e further development

of technplogy. The resulting condition has led to the need fin. better

ways of providing for the transmission of knowledge, understanding,

judgment, a'rld skillsfor,the $uture worker at all levels and iri all areas

of endeavor. The problem wa,s stated by HERBERT SCHENCK, JR.,;in the

following manner:

'Lack 0 time is at the rRot of many problems in modern educa-
. tion, and nowhere is this truer thar in engineering. Any project .

'that-leads to equal or better under§tanding of a topic with an
attendant decrease in time spent will be a valuable and desirable
contribution. (1)

Te'further support the fact that shopsand laboratoriei are an

indispensable part of 'all technologtcal educationf we.will tdrin to a''

statement by W. H. ROADSTRUM in his text, Excellence in Engineering:

It is important to keep in mind that reading and stUdy
alone cannot solve problems. Rather it is the combination of
thoughtful study with remedial action--trying out the new
ideas in daily work--that brings results. (2) .

One of the copmonest ways of solving probJems in engineer-
ing practice is by laboratory experiments.---Work in the lab-
oratory i usually an-important part of your eatl.ly experience,
and it Will continue to.be important to you,in one way or
another as your career develops.

There are few indifferent engineers in the matter of labor-
atory work. Most engineers Are either very fond of working with
physical equipment or dislike it heartily. The first'group would
use the laboratory to solve just about every problem encountered.
The second is convinced that analytical solutions are the only
respectable part or engineering problem solving.

6
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Actually'neither group is very ear to the truth. Laboratory,

work, like any other engineeridg pr edure, is a means to ap end.

It is only one specific tool to be u ed in solving engineering

problems. Like any other tool, it h s its best applications and

is to be employed with discrimination. You will want'to examine .

this tbol, determine its characterisOcv, learn what its best

upes and limitatioqs arec and see what you can do to keep it

sharp and effective. (3)

In order to accommodate the demand for increasAlspeOalization

and, at the same time,. , cope with the greater breadth of-subject matter,

many engineering institutions have deleted shops and laboratories as .

a matter of expedierce. SCHENCK.states:
. 4

. .

The exteniive laboratory work required of updergraduate stu-
dents in engineering used to involve at lease a\single weekly

session in.each of six semesters. During the patt decade, labo-
ratory time has shrunk to half this amount or less. At the*sathe

time, more and more students are undertaking graduate work at the

master's level or higher, such work requiring in most cases
considerable original researchcthe planning of experimental
programS, data,analysis, and the writitm of some type of thesis

and/or professional urnal papers forTublication. Ciearly

irthe two trends ar ounter-working. An u dergraduate who has .

never used an o s illoscope or airflow metèr is liable to make
an apballing job of even the simplest t sis research and, indeed,

mami do. .

. .
,

Recognizing thh', engineering teacherk have tried to 'replace

the *cookbook" material in what few laboritory hours are left in

their undergraduate curriculums-by more or less original project

work, thereby totally eliminating all use-instrtiction,and lecturr--

based experiments.

This is a trend difficult to argue with in a fast4expanding

technology. The purpose of laboratbry work in the modern day

should be to.teach people to-experiment. The actual subject of

the test is irrelevant, providing only that it nis interesting,

challenging, and not something thatsan be called from

"fraternity files" of past yeari. (4)
6

It aopears there are no extensive studies compAring the value

of a theoretical program based upon a pseudoscientific apprOch of

/.
analysis and a similar program reinforced with the-traditional shops and

laboratories that previously gáve technological education its.specific

character. This fact.is -rather-surprising in'light of the fact that
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these engineering disciplines are heavily, research oriented. Their

programs purport to utilize the scientific "hod. They utilize the
\

field of science as an area of applied science. ,Engineering educatiorA

purpose is largely to teach tM student how to utilize the sciehtific

procedure.

".The laboratory is an essential part of the scientjfic procedure

as tlie last step calls for testing the hypothesis in a field cif action.

ROSS G. HENNINGyl noted the following: .

Survey visitation an4 discussion revealed that ttlere is a .

general confusion about the question of the place of the "shop"

facilities and instruction in a truly technical institute pro-
gram. In engineering curritulumiNglaygone years, shop
facilities and shop courses played prominent roles - foun4rY

in mechanical engineering and motor rewinding in electrical
engineering, for example. Current trends in engineering
education, however, have'eSsentially eliminated all such
topics, as engineering develops to embrace the advanced and
expanding realms of science. (5)

HERBERT A. ESTRIN in his text on Hi9her Education in Engt-

neerinl Science, states that research and authorship certainly add to

the prestige and recognition of an institution. He further states thdt

"there is no doubt iout-the-fact that we ne'ed to turn out more theoret-

ical engineers than we have in the past, as tOls has been a historic

r, trend since the first college of engineerin9 was foupded. He then

tersely Writes the follcwing:

In our zeal to accomplish this desirable result, ho*ver,
there is danqar thAt we shall lose si,iht of thP real, diference
between a theorqically trained anqine,-!r and a srienti:t.'\ It

would be rost unfortunate, in my.opinion, ii the Coll s

Engineering sudr!enly were to devote their Attention to ad64tiro

pseudo-scientists rather than'engineers. (6)

ScTre have.in:-;tifid this trend upon th'e bAsis tha thp co4e-

timicies ermio-er. no longer call for exrti-;- in thr, shop or \

laboratory h2c1i,r;* h% is no.4 a inember o n .i i th',se activities
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are better handled by a technologist or a technician. Others state that

'the discontinuance of shops and laboratories is now accelerated by the

, fact that the new generation of engineers have developed little Yegard

for work in these areas as their educational experience has been

directed to the analytical aspects of engineering. Some claimothat tfie

accreditation process has been influen5ed unduly by those of greater

educational attainment and thus engineering has been heavily skewed

toward the science end of the technological spectrum. What has failed

to emerge from the present scene iV an in depth analysis of specific

competencies unique toeach of the various areas of technical endeavor

and methods which best develop these competencies.

The complexities associated with this study were indicate-kin

the Final Report of Enqineerin% Technology Edu.cation Study made by the

American Society for Engineering Education in January, 1972.

No adequate data were found that would permit...meaningful cam-
parisons of laboratory equipment and facilities between various
kinds of technology programs or between technology and engineer-
ing or physical sciences programs. Square feet.of laboratory
space, value of equipmentand.otHer data usually submitted as
a.part of the evaluation for accreditation vary so widely from
institution to institution -- even for similar programs -- as
to be essentially useless for di erentiation. Aw

A qualitative evaluati of the technology laboratories
°visited indicate in gener they were oriented more towards pro-
duction or testing tha awards research or experimentation.
Because of the pe c d need to develop technical skills, there
frequently were e nsive production or shop laboratories and
1 e drafting r ms. With commercially panufactured laboratory
eq p nq increasingly available, there appears to be
a small tre (award rillore standard experimental or demonstration

laboratories in technology programs. (7)

In any discussion which focuses upon education we all instantly

become exp.!rts. The reason for this phenomena is that each of us has

acquired so,:le knowledge g, education by virtue of having experienced the
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educatiynal'proCess in a'variety of different situations. 'Few of us

have built an understanding based upon the knowledge we have gained.

6

In general, we do not search out.the historical roots, the educationdi

philosophy, the psychological ille,thods, or the sociological processes

that support our present farms of education which provide the basis for

trends taking place. Most of us see onlysmall isolated pieces of a-

rather large complex picture.

Some educators have experienced teaching on a broad basis'in
#

that they have been involved with the educational process on a number

different 'grade levels/. Others have become highly specialized

thin a part4cular area of interest. It is only natural that both of

t4se specialists.see the many different interfaces to the.ir discipline.

The problem arises when each educator desires to bring these many and
1

varied interfaces withih his particular discipline. What is sorely

needed is a plan of action to separate the various disciplines based

upon the essential function they perform.

Obviously the elements of the problem are extensive, thp param- 16

eters are diverse and varied, the constraints are limitless, and the

assumptions are valid only when seen in reference to a specific setting.

The reader must not expect to find specific detailed information, butf

rather a plineatitn of ideas and concepts relating to the problem.

The value of.the research appears to be directly proportional to the

breadth of view or scope of the undertaking for there exists a.largio

and comprehensive body of relaIionships.

To make a critical appraisal of the problem calls for a

determined list of questicins to which answers arnpught. The,general

analytical questions asked are as follows:

0



1. What early d evelopments gavesshape to modern day
technologidal shops and laboratories?-

2. What is the spectrum of shop and laboratory utilization
in technological education?

. 3. What.are the interfaces between thes'd different.forms
of technological education? .

A

What commonalities exist between these idifferent forms,
.of technological education?

5. What does the arrent status of Engineering4chnology
appear to be?

6. What significant trends are under way?

7. What needs does Engineering Technology appear. to meet?

8. What majOr constraints or limitations appear to focus
upon shop and laboratory program requirements in
Engineering Technology?

9.. Educationally speaking, what are some of the possible
cdurses of action open to Engineering Ttchnology?

10. What is the educational process that-shapes the develop-
ment of shops and laboratories io technological education?

11. What constitutes a me4ningfui shop or laboratory experience
ein TechnologiCal Education? .

12. What ar6 some of the various roles the student plays in
lab'orator rk?

I.

13 What roles are typical for the instructor of technological
laboratories?

14. Hciw does an Engineeringlechnology laboratory differ from
-othr forms of technological laboratories?

15 What other.forrs of mperience are substituted for
laboratory instruction?

What options exist for maximum laboratory utilization?

17. How may laboratory eiperiences be compared and evaldated?

18. What controls appear to be necessary to guide the devel-
opment of Engineering Technology laboratories?

19. 'What effect do,ls employment opportunity have with respect
to'sbop ,NO laboratory experience in Engineering Technology?
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20. How can the analysis and determination made in this
study serve Engineering Teahnology?

All of these questions are interrelated and offer an important

point of perspectiveln utilizing educational shops .and laboratories in

the field of Tebnological education. In general they ire eipportive

to providing,a measure of reality within the school system. Wheth&\

they-are in a school or industrial setting.they definitely fall within

the context of scientific problem solving.

THRMS OF DEVELOPMENT

Socr tes was once a ed what constitutes the ideal educa-

P 1

tional sit ion. He replie that the best situation was to educate

yo th'by providing opportunities.for experience within the society in

which the student would live. Today this.is not possible; consequently,

society has turned toward similar educatignal situations within'formil
4

education. Thjs process can be cogtly and it never can completely

achieve the exact reference of real industrial exicerience.

In the prehistoric beginnings of the race, man learned by .exper-

imentation and its concomitant experience. Learning was then a'resul-

s`.

tant product of exp61-ence. Man learned that by repeating an act in or'

under a specifiefset order of conditions that he could influence the

outcome of everts. Technology, the act of achieving a,practical

r.:)ose, is.as old as ran himself.. What has cqed in the last period

of time is that man has gained so much knowiedbe about the laws and

principles of the Universe that he can now gfiape events Orough the
411,

isereFits of art and science, without following his e-arli,er estab1tsh 4'd

routin2 oF rrovini FC0111 da event to an artful way of accomplishing
3
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something to eventually discover the fundamental princip4es of science.

How strange it is that modern educational processes can be t

viewed in opposttton tg tti.ormal Processes of lea*rn141j.' The normal
:

process is td experience,and throtO thys experience' we learn.. Today'

.our educational.processes are designed to teatii a specific item of.

subject matter and then this learning is pnhanced with accompanyirig

and specifically designed experiences. rt is important to no that

shop and laboratory work is dynamic in that there is a constant inter-

change' at work between both basic approaches to learning.

ROBERT PERRUCC1 and JOEL C. GERSTL in their bbok, The Engineers

A
and the Social System describe the slow formation of a profession of .

engi,neering.

The economicof ancient civtlizations did not require
tpe organized development and application of technology for which
4n engineeiring profession was necessary. The prevailing tech-
nology was a.prr.pdutt of trial and error,,intuition, artistry,
and the gross synthesis of experience unsupported by science..(8)

There are many threads that have brought the world.to the

present i.evolutionary advance in science and technology. The craftsman

tas persisted through all ages up to the present; however, his signifi-

cance Came to a focal point during the eddle ass. in time, appren-

'ticeihip systems developed as a natural outgrowth of the master-

craftspen attempting ()xtend their operations through apprentices.

Duri g the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the scientific effort of

.the ea lier Societies of Science created a new basis for technology.

Dbring Abe eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the "Factory System"
f

created a need for workers in a variety of different fields. At this

time there was a great d2a1 of overl4Ting in the various fields of

scientific endeavor.
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The first true engineering school was established at the United

States Military Academy at.Wett Point in 1802. This was followed by

other institutions interested in Science and Engineering. Some of

these institutions are as follows: Rensslaer Polytechnic in.1824,

Franklin ,Institute in1824,1M.I.T. in 1865, Kampton Normal in-1868,

tuskeger institute in 1881, Carnegie Institute in 19050 Cal Tech in

1905, and Cal Poly in 1903.

--Concurrent with the development of early engineering institu-

*o.

tions was the development of 41e Mechanics Institutes during the years

18244855. This was a natural consequence of the development of steam

power in the 1700's. Later, as electrical power came into tts own in

the 4r1y 1900's, whole new.industries were developed. The*Manual:

Training Movement, began in 1825.1 The Civil War brought about a renewal

of interest in technical education. In 1862 the Morrill Act was passed
3

by Congress. This bill established the system of land'grant colleges

in the United States. These schools were designed to advance4he edu-

cation of the farmer and the mechanic. Later they became the basis for

our preserit system of engineering schools. During the years 1868 tb

the Trade School Movement flourished.

In 1g75 the European EXhibit at the Philadelphia Centennial

Exposition injected new vigor in a variety of experimental shop programs

during the 1880's. Manual Training Programs were established but later

gave way to the Vocational Education Movement which got under way in

1905. A program of industrial aris was developed at Berkeley and

, Los Angeles in the Junior High Schools. By 1929 Jndustrial Artran

established college program at San Jose, California. All of these

progrns and movementS flourished and assisted America in mviding

N.
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-tectinjcal workers for a,variety of employment levels. An,overview of

this historic backgroUnd appears to support a trend for ever greater

4

'tpecialization.

The Industrial ArtsTrogramt were nationally accepted by the

1930's, .Fresnq offered a B:S. in IndustrOal Technology- as early as .,

1948. By 1957 the Junior Colleges embarked Upon a,program of Techni-

cal Education and Applied Science. Id 19444,0040igonay-Education"

Act reafffrmed a strong'Oosition fdr various programs of technical
. .

educaticin:' In the last flve or six years a few new programs of

engineering technology were developed in our Engineering Institutions.

All of these various programs have some.things in common, the most,

significant being their use.of the scientiiic methpd of controlled

xperimentation and the utilfzation of thelurrent industriaf stene

as a base for the educational process.

L.

Industry and the Federa/ Government utilize the cgncept known

as the division of labor. This program is carrently visible in-the r

13.0.T,,.Dictionary
of Occupational Titles, and eath_spec1fi6 occupation

is delineated in termsiof jts requirements.. This document server as a.

guide, but IndtStry continues to establish a wide range of positions

in keeping wifh its specific needs. The results of these many programs

of education, mettilds of classification, and actual practices add up to

a'need for a composite approach or system. It is the writer's belief

that such a system can be developed if programs, descriptions, and

appliCOtions ciri be resolved upon the essential charactetistics in

each classification: Uhile this study can atcount for only a small

part of a total study that needs.to be dom..., it miy provide for the

development of new interest and a point dfAiparture for additional
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.stats, The usability of thjs.study will depend upon how it fits the

: developments of the past and,.agaiMP, it fits reality and thé

foreasWablelfuture. It is hdped that this study will elicft a similar

or empaihicyoint of view for those who read.this document.

When the word Technology is used in this pap0. it is meant to

'Include all phases of basic and applied science.- It is best defined as

a *hnical method of achieving a practical purpose by the use_of Art

and Science.. It is important to point out that Art, Technology, and

Science are constructs 'or products which man uses to cope with the com-

plexities of life. They do not exist in reality. On a similar basis

the words like operator, technici&n, technologist, engineer, and

scientist are also consteucts. While we may have a general feeling for

the exactitude.of these woi.ds they generally are not specific becalle

the frame of reference held by all others fs.diverse and varied.

The words shop and labdraory are also symbols or constructs

coverint a wide and diverse array of facilities. The writer's defi-

nition of a shoRis a petiod of time or a place equipped with tools and

industrial machines designed for the purpose of processing materials.

A school shop has the same connotation as shop except that it exists for

t h e baii,cipurpose of helptng students undersSand ihe ramifications of

Art, lechnology, and Science as utilized by our ychnologickQ0ciety.

The word liboratov is defined by the writer as a period of time or a.

place equipped to,provide opportunttielor experimentation, obser-

vation, tesiing, analysis, or practice within a specific field of study.

Again, the school laboratory has the same connotation as laboratorY

except that it exists for the basic purpose of helpin% the Itudent

understand the ramifications of Ar, Techriology, and Science as utilized
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by our technological society. While this study utilizes both the terms

shop and laboratory, there is very Tittle difference. The same physical

facility might be classified as a shop or.as a laboratory based upon its

taeciflc function.

There iS also further recognition that these definitions are
4

dealing with constructs that'can more properly be classified as an amplifi-
,

cation of normal thought and action processes. Art is lhat aspect of

thought and action which deals with the human equatidn. In -short, it is

relating the "me in here" (desires of man) to the "it out there" (reality or

nature). Science relates to the "it out there." Reality fqr man is both

natureiand self and the resulting relationship. Once these relationships

(have been grasped it is possible to understand the significance of Technol-

ogy. Technology can be identified as the process of utilization by which we

utilize the "it out there" for the "me in here." Technology is the method

or procedure whereby man achieves a practical purpose for man. It is a

sequential:ordering of tasks.

This study then ansists of a myriad of relationsRips that are not

simple, single, or isolated. To summarize or to subsume the facts into a

con1truct requires*that essential *characteristics of the data be used. Sub-

sumation appears to be most discernible when organized around the concepts

of structure, function, and method. Structure implies that concern will be

.made for the field of operations; function implies point of focus or pur-

pose; and method refers to accepted practices.

We must examine the sfhacture

technical-scientific educatiol within

function to be performed ts to make a

utilized in technological education.

of this problem in neference to

our industrial society. The

critical appraisal of facilities

This means that(the basic acion



will not only.be based upon the environmental structure, but also upon

what the indi.vidual perceives things to be.and upon the task to be done.

The ultimate task is conceived to be the.development of a construct that

will provide for a sysidms approach so thaf effok may be optimallif

organized. Method'is essentially analysis te ered.with thoughts,

feelings, and action about space, time, self, and the forces at work in

the universe (truth). It is involved with P cess, Procedure, and Design.

It is hoped that the reader will be nerous enough to evaluate

this study based.upon the author's use of ge eralization conceived in

terms of the unique characteristics of each lassification. In some

cases the use of terminology:may not.suit t e readeliked he may find
i

that the writer has elissed the potnt by Vir ue of the reader's own sm.!

cialized frahe of.reference. The author ha tried to objectively view

the problem from a total point of view with ut bias.

TYPES OF PROG

American public education embraces number of different

technical-science programs. This is furth complicated by the parti-

cular structure .of grades within:the communlity. Some.systems include
4

4 -,gradDsseven and eight as a part of the elementary system. In recent

years Many schools have accepted grades sev41 eight, and nine as the'
A

basis of .44unior high program. Grades nine through tWelve or ten

through7twelve are seen as the high school griides. Upon completion of

high school the student has a variety of pro4ams available for his fur-

1

ther development.

Grades one through six are generally conceived of as an inte-

grated program of instruction. Industrial Artmay be offered as an

18



experience with tools or as an experience building Ojects for-a learning

unit. .Grades seven and eight Or seven, eight, and nine introduce 'special-

ized courses of instrucfion aimed at exploration of occUpations. Explor-

atory IndusWal Arts usually acqyaints the student with a laboratory of

industry concept. The student may rotate through a series of unitized

laboratories centered upon major materials or.concepts, i.e., woods,

metals, electricityi photography, crafts and graphic§. The objective

being to provide real life experiences with regard to materials, pro-

cesses, operations, industtiai organization and occupationj The

Industrial Arts Program in high school may continue through all four

years. At this level the educational experience is pre-vocational. The

program continues in the junior college or four year institution as .

Teacher Preparation or if Industrial Technology is taken it a1ms'-.1at

employment

Vocational Education usually starts in grades ten to twelve. Its

aim is gainful employment. The trades and industry program is pre-

employment training in trades or technical occupations. The vocational

program in the junior college aims at pre-empl9yment, upgrading, and

retraining. Students receiving training beyond the juhior college level

traditionally taVpe a program of Industrial Education, Industrial Education

in this sense, being a combination of Industrial Arts and Vocational

Education. Vocational Education in the junior college may also take the

form of an apprenticeship. In recent years junior colleges have offered

technical education as a form of vocational education leading to employ-

ment as a technician.

Engineering Tecbnology may begin with technical education in the

junior college, but must be completed with two years of ritional work

/
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in-a four year institution for qualificatiom as a technologist. Sze

Junior colle'es set up special programs ieferred to as pre-engineering.*,

These programs aim at.the first ,:two years of en4ineering educaticm but

they may also contain some technical education courses ,such as' graphics

and machine shop. This education may be described as pre-professiorial.

Please nOte that the followtng diagram iildicates fisic'typs of

technical education within the public school system. Options become

greater upon completion of four. Years

however participate in some post-high

having Teceived'a high school diplono.

of high scljool. Stu&nts can

school ilocation'al programs.wilhoOt...

The following constrtict wiL3 provide an overview of the

functions these different progranis serve at the various grade levels,

f

r

410
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TECHNICA.-tCIENTIFIC EDUCATION IN PUBLIC serflIms

tr G

K t Kindergarten =Socialization

*Elementary Sch9o1.=Integrated,programg of. Ind.Arts as General Ed.

1

. 1

2

. 3

4

6

8

9

ID

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1,-

Jupior High School'= Exploratory Did.Arts asalminflEd.
MiTTSFalbry ScTence and Math

1r
Senior High School = Pre-Vocational

Industrial Arts-irgliFirra.

vSenior High = Vocational Trades & Industries
A part of Career Education (Pre-Employment)

iLower Division

Uppr Division

t--.-- Masters

Doctorate

t...--- Post Doctorate

Graduate Ed.
T. Industrial Ed.
2. Engineering
3. Science

Professionll
/nd. Teal.

2. Engr. Tech.
3. Engineertng
4. Science
5. Ind. Art Teaching
6. B.V.E.

Pre-Professional
T TiffiE'IsriarTF.chnology
2. Engineering Technology
3. Pre-Engineering

2+2

Technical Education
1. Tre-Employment
2. Retraining
3. Upgrading

Apprenticeship id.

Note: ?Tograms in Science and Math are availabte,in all grades beyork

twelve as specialized areas of endeavor.

2 1
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CONSTRUCTS DEVeLOPED

1/4 6

At present there'are five major types of technical=scientific

classifications within the spectrum of employment. They are at follows:

Technical- Scientific Employment

' 1. Operator
2. Technician
3. Technologist
4. Engineer
5. Scientist .

If these five types can be clearly identified there must be at

least five types of shops or laboratories to serve the basic functions

of each group of employment. These specific types of shops or labora-

tories should be optimized in terws of the educational.function to be

accomplished. The type of shop or laboratory to be identified with .

these groups of technical-scientific activities appear, to be as fopows:

Technical Scientific Employment Type of Shop or La ratory

,l. Operator 1. Vocational

2. Technician 2. Technical (Voc. - Tech.)

3. Technologist 3. Industrial

4. Engineer 4. Experimental

5. Scientist 5. Science

Obviously these types of shops and laboratories possess many

similar characteristics in that they are interrelated and in varying

degrees utilize materials, tools, equipment, processes, operations,

tasks and techniques common to the industrial establishment. The

scifntist on the one end of the spectrum uses all these things for the

singular purpose of constructing specialized scientific apparatus. The

opihtor on the other enii of the spectrum is concerned with the same

things, butofrom the concept of skill development in operation of equip-

ment to produce parts. Between the two ends of skills and theoretical

a
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concerns we find a variety of functfons that serve basic educational

purposes in each clissification. These .may be as follows:

Types of Shop or Laberatories Functioris of Shop or Lab

1: Wbcational '1. Educatien for production ef
parts and subsequent assembly.

Technical 2. Education fdr specialized techni-
cal expertiseiconcerning
production operations.

,Industrial 3. Education in manufacturing
research, process, and systems of
humaniinterface to machines.

4./ Experimental

5. SCience

4. Education in applications of
science to translate printiples
into usable forms,fof man.

5. Education in emiloration of
Phenomena to discover scientific,
principles

The functions of shop and laboratory use span the functional

outcothes of education, i.e., kpowledge, understanding, judgment and

skill. The method by which these various types of shops and labora-

tories achieve their ends relates to the creative, technical and

logical ways van resolves problems. In the case of shopi and labora-

tories it also relates to the type of equipment and thdllisic concepts

of organization.

The most useful methods for education have stemmed from the
field of psychology for they are based upon the study of the
mind under various conditions. .Educatifilnal Psychology suggests
the .following considerations:

1. Perceived Purpose -- establishes learning set
through relationships (past and present) to sug-
gest a setting of application and experimentation

.

in concrete undertakings.

2. Individualized DifferAtiation -- based on indivIdualization
(tTiturftylLevel) as learning is an intimate affair
involvinethe whole personality as a continuous
process.

'4: .1
%



3. Graduatedequence -- based upon piychological
concepts

a. Known to unknown
b. Simple to cowl
c.. Concrete to abst ct

4., Acatie RespOse --.based on use of. m-aterial uncle
'ffice circumstances (actual life -canceins) coritent.
to have rtal trial' elements relating tà intereSt-,1
.and problims.

Appropriate Practice -- based 9n concept of building
(firsthand experiency)i. Reality consists 'of dealing
with symbols, abstractions, as well -as environment.

Knowlede of Ftt_esults -.- based on principle that
rearningised (Law ot use and disuse).
Invoives skill 9 habits 9 attitudes 9 knowledge And
other acquired conduct. (9)

)
Steps one, two and three .are basic to all forms of-education.

Steps four, five and six emphasize the need for shop and laboratory

work in the educational process.

To further develop-material fOr a construct, analysis will, be

s
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drawn with reference to Essential Methods of Problem Solving, Types

of Equipment, and Basit Organizational Concepts.

Types of Shops and Laboratories Essential Methods of Problem Solving

1. Operator

2. Techni ci an

3. Technologist

4. Engineer

S. Scientist

Normal Basic Actions

Orderly Procedures

Observations and fests

Theoretical CumEutations

Conceptual Delineation



a

ars of Shops an1 Laboratories Types of Equipment

-1.:-0perator*

F.

. .

- , Multiple units of.a variety

.
of qmple-Trii&trial equ4 l7
mept. '

:
4

da

2. Te-chnician

I a.

a 4

3. Technnlogist

Engineer

5. Scientist

r

\!

a

" Giroup's of types of

Industrial equip-
.

ment by function
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Examp 1 es

1, A_
Z

A_
3.

A4 A5 'A6

'.1e211.;

Instrumented manufacturing
testing devices complete A.-116B-p

industrfal processes

Only enough itstrumented
equipment to -test 7-or
concept of utiTilation

Construction and mani-
pulation/of speci al
scienti tic apparatus

Values I

a

'Item of 1

Concern

TYPes of Mips and Laboratories ' Basic Organizational Concepts

1., Operatdr OpeAtions

2.: Technician ,Unitized-Expertise

3. Technologist Systematized Processes

4. Engineer -Instrumented Tests

5. Scientist dy Devised Experiments

From the foregoing summarizations it is now possible to subs

sume .the above.facts into a construct. In totality the facts take on

greater importance. As in Gestalt psychology, the sum is equai to more

than the sum of its parts. A few additional words have been added to

the following construct to stress the material presented.
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.........."-wa4A.mmirwr *wee

AREA OF
ITCHNICAL-
SCIE1TIFIG.
EriPLOVENT

1. OilitAT6'

(Py,,.1 tion )

12.

(Operaticris)

TYPE OF
SHOP
OR

LAB

VOC

LAB

CO:ISTRUCT OF TECMICAL,SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM OF INSTINCTION
AND RLLATIONSHIP-TO INDUSTRIAL CONCERNS

FUNCTION
OF

SHOP OR LAB

BASIC
ORGANIZATIONAL

CONCEPT

TY S

0

EQUIP NT

EXAMPLE

3. ITC::NOLCCIST
(Vve1 :1-r7.,.2nt)

4. LNGINr_LR

(Design)

5. SCIENTIST
(Rescarch)

TECH
LAB

S.

IND-
LAB

LAP

LAB

A

SCI
LAB

Education for Production
of Parts and Subsequent
Assembly

Education for Specialized
Technftal Expertise Con-
cerning Production Opera-
tions

Sim pli fi ed

il.

, --

Operations

..stAmpwAsIR

Normal
Basic
Actions

Multiple units of a
Variety orITTOe
Industrial Equipment

4

Education in Manufactur-
ing .Research, Prlocesses
agd Systems.of Human.
Interface to Machines

Education in 'Applicdtions
of Science to Translate
Principles into Usable
Forms for Man

Systematized
Process

Orderly
Procedures

Mervation /

and Tests

Groups of types of
Industrial Equipment
by Function

Inst'rumented Mfq. Test'
Devices & Complete
Industrial Processes

nstrumented
Tests.

%Theoretical
Compdtations

Only Enough Itemized
Equipment to Test for
Concept of:Utilization

A-7,13-0C

.Values

Education in Exploration
of Phenomena-to Discover
Scientific Principles

-----.1

Devised
Experiments

11110111111.....m.a.M..11.......,

Conceptual
Delineation

Construction and
anipulation of Specia)
Scientific Apparatus

Item of
Concern

27
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Now that we have identified the various types of technieal-

scientific endeavor with their speci.fic characteristics, it is important

to note that in reality they do not exist with clearly define,d limits.

The following construct shows the present,overlapping between technical-

scientific areas of employment and th0- basic operations and responsi-

bilities involved.

c-

ed`
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CONSTRUCT OF TCCNNICAL-SCIENTIFIC EMPLOYMENT AND OVERLAPPING
OPERATIONS AND JOINT RESPONSIBILITIES

Area of Basic

Technical-Scientific Operations
Employment and Overlap

Operator

Technician

Technologist

Engineer

Scientist

Non-Skilled
Operations

Semi-Skilled
Operations

Skilled
Operations

Technical
Operations

Productiop
Operations

AMP

Operational
Research .

Responsibility

* LABOR - Performance of Essential
Tasks Requiring Semb
Phyiical Effort

TECHNIQUES - Optimum Ways of
Treating Details

-0 METHOD-- 1 y of Doing 56metVng

40 CONTROL - Basic Tool & Concepts Used.

---Q.C., Cost Accomnting?
PERT, Etc.

Process E
Engineering

SYSTEM - Sequence-
Manufacturing
Research

Engirfeering

Developmnt

EZECUTIM - Planning Activities
to Carry Out Engineering
Design

Design 0 PEVELOPUNT - Anplication of Science
to Useful Lnds

Engineering
R,.search

Applied
Research

EdSiC
research

MATION - Discovery & Imolerchtat on

O TucurTICAL CONCEPT

Note: The aLove' item are involved in'
each area of thi,ployment hut chi(.f
effort shows joint respemihility.

2 9
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The Scientific Method can be broken into the follming seven-step

system:.

1. Identify the problem

2. Define the problem

3. Formulate the hypothesis

4. Colliect and Org'anize data

I/ 5. Verify the hypothesis,

6.. Formulate conclusions

7. Test hypothesis in the field

.4 While the above steps are used in any f:Ine of the areas of

technical-scientific employeent, it is interesting to speculate upon

these Steps, becoming specialized, functions within industry. The

following'Construct indicates that industrial society has not seen- the

enc6of specialization and the adjustments of accompanying functions.

One could speculate that there will be a further.refinement in

specialization. Please note details on next construct.

4

Sa

"--;-\\\

3 0



i
Vocational
Lab

POS,WEL fUTURL SPECIALIZATION AND A USTMENT OF ACCOMPANYING FUNCTIONS

Steps - Scientific Process Basic Functions Olossible Areas of.Employment

1. IDENTIFY THE PROBLEM BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH SCIENTIST

(Speculative Use of (Visualiie Limits)

Scientific Facts)

Ala

DEFINE THEPROBLEM ENGINEERING RESEARCH

(Product Design) - AND DEVELOPMENT
(Specific Conditions)

it- ENGINEER

FORMULATE HYPOTHESIS MANUFACTURING RESEARCH MANUFACTURING

(Process Refinements) (Work Conditions) /ENGINEER

(Economics)
r

4. COLLECT & ORGANIZE DATA 0 OPERATIONS RESEARCH

(Plan of Work) (Assignment of Manpower)

(Communications).

OPERATIONAL
TECHNOLOGIST,

5. VERIFY HYPOTHESIS S PRODUCTION OPERATIONS PRODUCTION

(Sequence of Tasks) (Duties & Responsibilities) TECHNICIAN

6. FORMULATE CONCLUSIONS TECHNICAL OPERATIONS gow TECHNICIAN

(Critical Path) (Production Relationships)

7. TEST HYPOTHESIS SKILLED OPERATIONS OPER&OR

IN,THL FIELD (Repetitive Acts)

(Optimum Performance) .

Science
Lab

Engr. or
Experimental
Lab

Mfg. Engrgi
Research -
Systems Lab

Operations or
Method's Lab

Production
Lab

ITechnical
Lab

3 2
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Before leavina the topic of types of shops and laboratories

the writer would like to point out that several other types exist

in the industrial scene. Many companies have engineering shops and

laboritories aimed at Engineering Development. Some have prototype

or.model shops which prevent production line fromrbeing inter-

l'upted. In addition some companies have manufacturing en4ineering

shops'and laboratories designed for the testing and improvement

of manufacturing processes. If.the man<acturing plant processes

its products on a functional basis In :lieu of a production line

there may be unit

foundry, forging,

shops such as: machining, stamping, casting,

welding, plasgtics, finishing, assembly, packagihq,

,inspection and maintenance. Laboratoriespin industry are used

to solve problems and,Z2 proddce hardware. Educational shops

serve the additional purpose of education. If educational courses

and their activities aim at creating a research orientation then

shops and.laboratories must be used to resolve research.
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HYPOTHETICAL QUESTIONS.ANSWERED

Q 1. What early develoPments gave shape to modern day techno-

logical shops and laboratories?

A 1. Moderiday technological shops and laboratories are

largely based upon the successes men. Progress is largely based

upon eppiricfSal and utilizes ma er and power to create for man the

possibilities of civilizati JOHN R. WHINNEY directs our attention

to an inescapable fact in his book, The World of kngineering: "The

Story of civilization is, in a sense, the story of engineering --
that long arduous struggle to make the forces of nature work for.man's

goOd."

Man's ability to .meet change by creative and innovative pro-
1.

ducts and services shapes the field of .action and research in the shops

and laboratories of our schools and industries..

DANIEL V. _DeSIMONE in his. treatise. Education for Innovation,

states, "Moreover, existing knowledge about the world of technologica

change is not only rudimentary, it is disorderly." (11)

Disorder for man lies in his inability to place total ca se

and effect in focus al a point in time. The totality of/iTn4s evades

the process of discernment and progress is based upon finite pieces of

truth couched in specific contexts. In reality man lsivàs jn an orderly

universe: It becomes orderly as he develops theories which coincide

with the develdpment of applied science,

The events of the past are too prodigious to repeat in this

paper. All tha(can loe said is that today's shops and laboratories

have been shaped by the historic nast and aS dynamic tools of man they
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will undergo many changes in the future, Ian y of which are beyond our

wildest imagination.

Q 2. What is the spectrum of shop and laboratorY utilization

in technological education?

A 2. A great deal of confusion exists in the minds of people

as to what constitutes the spectrum of teChnological education. On

one hand the spectrymris as large as the industrial scene, for industry

is the umbrella f6/e all construction and production of products and

services.

Life is education and education is life. The entire experience

.ofiliing is undergirded by observation and experimentation in our

environment. In specific areas we establish types of facilities as

delineated in the constructs on pages 22 and 26 in this paper.

It is easy to'jump to the conclusion that all learning should

contain some Observation and experimentation in the learning process.

A chief disadvantage of learning in shops and laboratories is that the

student does not have time to experience everything. Participation in

this arellof learning has its limitations. However, those things he

does experience serve as reinfoftement for mastery of trial,and error

and cause and effect relationships'. Reality is a stern teacher.

Q 3. What are the interfaces between these different forms

of technological education? 1

A 3. For all practic

P

1 purposes there are no interfaces.

Extensive amounts of effort h4ve been utilized in trying to delineate

the hypothetical interfaces. This is most apparent'in the receht

literature with referenge leach of the traditional.fields within

Engineering Technology and Engineering. What exists is an overlap.

'1!
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in place of an interface. It has been estimated that there is cur-

rently an eighty-five pereent overlap between these two types of

disciplines. Delineation at-present hinges upon the higher mathemat-

ical abstractions in Engineering and greater laboratory applications

in Technology. As technologists secure professional registration,

P.E. the overlap will become greater. In another plane of thought,

the use of the computer will continue twerode the mathematical

distinction.

A serious consequence

with economic accountability.

Math

to'this interface is-our national concern

1.

Can we justify the incrfyed expenditure

for shops.and laboratories to support two separatesprograms that in-
.

reality have such a common deponimátor? It is the author's belief that

.0444wo separate programs can be justified if the facilit 4,-. are established

wfirjoint usage of function for both form of education and the faculty

. utilize these facilities within the philogophies of each particular

discipline. To effectively accomplish this goal would call for close

adherence to the construct provided on page 22 or the development'of

a different construct which delineates the differences. DAVID F.

Liams, in his book, Strategies for Survival, provides a plan for
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non-profit entities such as educational institutions to successfully

perform their functions by use of Socio-Ecortgmic Management. The e

strategies are known in-the world of business and can be translated,
.11

monitored, and evaluated in non-profit institutions.- .He states:

What we desperately need are
social earnings (fulfilling h
corporate'earnings. Part df the
the very phenomenon that has con

ways and means'of improving
needs) along with traditional
solution lies wits technology,
ributed to.tomani problems. '02)

In conclusion, then, we must\look to human fulfillment as well

as economics to justifrany program o\! shop and laboratoy utilization.

Same have supported the concept that the problem would be more man-

ageable tf there, were a dual track available in our current programs.

of Engineering Education.

ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Math

P.E.

There are, of course, many advantages to such a,structure

management of people and material resources being, the greatest. How-

ever, the problem of maintaining identit(liCrtises. Whatever the

final,structure becomes, it must reduce cost if this nation is to

compete in world markets.

Q 4. What commonalities exist between these dif*ferent forms

of technological education?

A 4. The commonalities between these various forms of

31
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technological education are found in the utilization of industrial

hardware. It is the pur

32.

io which.this hardware is directed. The

hypothetical construct des,cribed on page 26 is based upon the several

steps in the scientific method. Each.area of employment specializes

in some basic function. The educated man recognizes that there is

dignity in all labor and that an equality should exist between these

different coordinated activities that translate theo/y into practice.

The value'has traditionally followed cost of preparing oneself for a

specific occupation. Currently there has been greater development and

more growth reqdirements on the operational side of the spectrum. This

statement does not imply that extenSive change has not also been

required of the Engineer and the Scientist. The construct on rage 17

shows that there.are a number of areas of professional education

covered in the upper division. This change is also easily seen in the

entry wagek,earned by the graduate with the B. S. Degree.

Q 5. What is the current status of Engineering Technology?
4

A 5. At present it is in limbo. Industry has not yet sub-

scribed fully to the terminology that has been created. Educational

institutionc have a real challenge in gaining acceptability for this

concept. On the other hand, Industry is more than willing to hire the

man who can meet the specific needs of the industry. Industry readily

creates job titles for their specific needs and in all probability w111

never agree with the concepts of the educationanstitution.

Traditional majors in engineering cast a jaundiced eye upon -

1.his new upstart. Technology has filled the gap as Engineering has

moved to the scientific end of the Engineering spectrum. As require-
dha

ments decrease for the pseudo-scientific engineer, major engineering
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departments will once again enter into engineering activities noW

which arerwithin the Technology spectrum.

Q 6. What significant trends are under way?

0
A 6.* In the area of shop and laboratory instruction in tech-

,d

nical education the most significant trend has been, is, and may con-

tinue to be, the removal of laboratory instruction for engineers in

favor of more lecture. It is the author's considered opinion that

this trend will be cut short,,for Engineering can ill afford to cut

itself off from the development of new knowledge.

Other trends include the earning of advanced degrees in all

fields of endeavor, the need for more expertise .in original research,

need for larger class sizes based upon economic factors, need for
4

replacement of bulky equipment with items designed specifically for

instructional use, need for versatility in laboratories devised for

multiple use, need for students to get a fix on research as a procest.

need fer moTe people to experiment,' and Obve all else, a need for

evaluation of Technology as a total syitem of learning.

Q 7. What need does Engineering Technology fulfill?

*A 7. There is, and will continue to be, a real need for

theoretical engineers who will operate close to the science spectrum.

However; there is a greater nee44for qualified people who can accom-

plish a given piece of work that contributes to a.greater whole.

Specialists are in demand and they do not need to have in hand, the

more rigorous bactgroond=ethe,gngineer. It is impprtant to note

that many technologists, in time, gravitate fb the engineering level

by taking additional work or:' individual study. There is no final rele-
.

gation for the human spirit knows no bounds. Individual motivatiOn



appears to be the Ivy to further development.

The questiom that goes Unanswered is, "Are we creating an

a

engineering group of less ability, or are we only optimizing the

34

concept of specialization a step further?" It is the author's belief

that as advanced societies move forward there is always.a need for

more.advanced specialization.

(r.8. What appears to.be the major constr:tqs or limitations

of shop or laboratory requirements in Engineering Technology?

A Er. The major 9pnstraTht is the provision of more appropri-
_i

ate instruction in te f behavior change when equipment and main-
4

tenance costi are.so hiñ. Even the wealthy institutions not faced /

with the xonstraint of cost and-timeenwst deal with the instruction of

technical material on the basis of a ailable instructionallime.

Available time appears to ke the or criterion for present judgments
de.

4
on utilization ef.latloratoVes.

.Anotiler constraint for alliorms of techhical education is
p

keeping abreast of change. The industrial functions are not always

clearly seen from the' academic end'of the spectrum. The true signi-

ficance of things depends upon seeing the total relationships of the.
.

two.

It is, of course, impossible for the lahoratory form of

instruction to keep pace with industrial development in its many varied

forms. Arvin depth analysis needs to be made to determine how educa-

i tional laboratories should be structured ind to determine thp methods

by whiat the educational process can.be optimized, so that a guide

.1

might be developed for technical education. Industry also stands in

need of guidelines for its many research facilities in light of the

4 9

4*
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milany different functions perlived.

Q. 9. What are some possible courses of action open to

Engineering Technology?

A 9. To obviate the need for extensive,facilities educe-

tional institutions can impleMent internship programs, co-op programs,

industrial visits, work study programs, and,gther on-the-job

possibilities to supplement the educational institutimes facilities.

Some stress can be taken away from overused facilities by requiring

laboratory repdrts and other written ekeiTises. The computer, if

available, can be tred for simulated programs in lieu of laboratory

experimentation. Pedagogical reports based upon the status of know-

ledge stored in our libraries can fill certain needs. This last

approach aids the student in seeing how others have scoped their

projects. .

future careers are frequently based upon experimental projects
4

undertaken. Most educational courses do not offer an opportunity for

. analysis and an opportunity to synthesize the pieces into a consistent

. whole in terms of thought and action. Therp is no other form of
A

education that can provide the exact functions performed in laboratory

education. The need for'personal engineering projects is valid and

should'not be drawn and quarred by economically conscious adminis- .

jrators. If tonstraints are placed upOn laboratory 'utilization,

opportuni6es for creativity are limited.

institutions can be made effective only ifowe devise new

approaches and establish systems of continuous evaluation.

Q 10. What is the educatiOnal process that-shapes the

development of shops and lq6)oratories in teghnol;ilical education?

4 1

1



A 10. Researdh, development, ahd experimentation should

help shape the educational environment. In the past, in'dustrial

surveys of need and families of occupational clusters have assisted

some forms of technological education in the development of appropriate

facilities. Thls approach to..curriculum has a rather weak base in

light of all the opportunities these forms of education offer.

Programs should have quality, scope, and depth. Programs

s ould supply educated people for the mounting demands,in the world

of work. In doing this, economic and social dfslocations should be

kept to a minimum. GRANT VENN in kan Education,. and Work makes the,

following statement:

To understand the pOoblem more fully, we must look behind
these symptoms and examine the new technology and the nature
of the changes it has wrought in the relationship between man;
his education., and his work. (13)

The host obvious means and manner of givirig shape to our shops

and laboratories is to determine the behavfor changes we hope to elfcit.

Objectives and curilcula pre then established to provide these Changes.

11. What constitutes a meaningful shop or laboratorY

experience in technological education?

A 11. As stated above in answer to question 10, a meaningful

laboratory experience is based upon tecuring a behavior change in the

student that ls appropriate to the objective of the lesson, course, or

program of studies that would not have been obtained in regular formal,

class instruction. To be truly of value it must be t4,eful to the stu-

dent or must prepare him for future occupational tasks.

Q 12. What are some of the various roles,the student plays

in laboratory work?

4 2
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A 12. The chief role of the student is that of being a

learner. However, he is also a transmitter of knowledge, in that

stodents.learn from each other. Many times a fellow student can

.appreciate a problem by virtue of his own exposure to the problem,

whereas an instruct9r may be remOved from the problem by vittue of

his age.

It is expected that the student will Also develop a role

with negard,to his occupational plani.. The functions of engineeting

can be viewed in terms of role. Some of the functions are as.

follows:

1. Reseerch
2. Development
3. Design
4. Productton - Construction
5. Operation - Maintenance
6. Sales - Applicatiop
7. Industrial Systems
8. Management

Q 13. What roles are typical of the instructor of technolog-

y
ical laboratories?

A 13. First and foremost he shoufd be an educator. He

should also be a model worthy of emulation in his own area of special-

ization. The educator.usually follows the role to which he has been

,exposed in his own educational dei;elopment. The outcome may be

either, good or bad.

A\sub-role of th ucator is to transmit the known culture,

i.e., the state of the art, technology, or science. An additional sub-

role is that of improving upon the culture by creating an atmosphere

of intellectual curiosity and research. The laboratory is a natural

Place to credte lifelong behavtor changes for the student. It is

4 Tr
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the only place where the student can learn about the value ,of the

laboratory as an indispensable tool. 4

Q 14. How does the Engineering Technology laboratory differ

from other forms of technological laboratories?

A 14. Engineering Technology laboratories should be more

comprehe41ve tn terms of facilities as Engineering Technologists are .

responsible for.a systematic approach to goal accomplishment. Engi-

neering facilities provide a measure of realify by which the engineering

ptudent is exposed to the developing process of problemcsolving. The

engineir.needs laboratory experience capable of giving breadth, forhis

skills in analysis and synthesis need to be developed within a wide

range of activities. Troditionally, engineering schools have sought

to provide this experience within the specific areas of specialization,

i.e., Aero, Civil, Chemical, Jndustrial, Electrical', and M echanical
.

Engineering.

%

Engineering laboratofies are also'siMilar to Technology lab-

oratories in terms of purpose. F. MORRIS reports the following use of

Engineering laboratories:

The laboratory, then, is a place to work, to think, to
explore, to experiment, and to exercise ingenuity and
resourcefulness to make thingi perform in a desired manner.
It is knowledge in action which, in turn, results in more
knowledge.

I'

In engineering education, laboratory experiments are a
fundamental part of the learning process. The knowledge of
theory that is gained in lec,:ture is understood better and
retained longer when it is used in practical,applications.
If knowledge is not used, it is often devoid of meaning, is
vague and transitory. Theory-and Oractice are so closely
'plated that they should be treated as parts of the same
thing; therefore, if the students are to get the maximum
benefit from a cours4 lecture and laboratory work should
be more closely coordinated. (44)

4 4
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A great deal of difference should exist in the equipment

provided for engineering education and engineering technology educa-

tion. Models and synthetic devices can serve the engineer admirably

as thePemphasis is upon understandhg the principles rather than

upon knowing specific pieces of gear. Engineering Technology demands

a firsthand acquaintance with the specific types.of equipment that

the tchnologist must correlate.into a conceptualized system. He

also does not need to be intimately concerned with the specifics of

equipment operation, but rather, he needs to know what can be accom-

plished on a specific piece of equipment, i.e.,,,purpose, limitations,

quality and quantity of work to be expected under various conditions.

The technician is expected to be experienced in setting machines up

to secure the desired results, i.e., speeds, feeds, face' fir;ish,

coftentricity, tolerance, etc. Conceptually, the ope4.ator needs to

know the art of making a specific machine perform in.anloptimal

manner. In reality many operators are but an extension of the device

or.machine. Operators rely upon the specialist far much of the

information required in achieving optimality. On 'the opposite end

of the spectrum, the scientist needs to know only how a certain thing

can be done.to cludge together gear to test his ideas.

, Before leaving this topic, attention should be directed to

the faculty that will use the facilities and equipment associated

with each af these various technological programs. In some cases a

man can be totally conversant in all aspects of a machine, its use,

'and required physical skills. In general, this is not the case

because of the complexity of the machine industry. It is a large

4 ei
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and diversified field that is growing rapidly so that it is ho

longer possible for one map to be specialiied in all aspects.

Faculty use of laboratorysqquipment must be based upon objective

visibility for the specific programLbeing taught. This must be

translated into a specific program which elicits the desired behavior

Change in the student in.keeping with the desired objectives.

Q 19. What other faros of experience can be substituted

for laboratory instruction?

A 15. Thie question is. related to the answer given to

question 9, page 35. All forms of experience at the actual job site

provide a form of substitute experience.' In addition, the concepts

used in the presentation of audio-visual material are valid. Models,

mock-ups, charts, graphs, slides and film can be utilized.

The more pertinent question,is how effeCtive are each of these

various forms as they can be found on a scale of effectiveness?

Obviously, the specific conditioni surrOunding the experience deter4
c

mine the possibilities.

As indicated, Industry represents the real world and it.is

there that we can find,all the facilities and equipment that provide

the vehicle for the proposed laboratory riork. Ho two companies are

identical and each is organized/to serve some specific function.

While it 1 true tbat they eMplo stmilar methods, they are not

necessarily equal in terms of opportunities for learning.

Man has taken only the first sten with reference to proViding

optimaloeducational expirience. The author doubts that a laboratory

exists anywhere that could not be imnroved upon if aml,le time and

money were made available.
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Q 16. What olitiops exist for maximum laboratory utilization?

A 16. Maximum laboratory utilization.can be accomplished in

many different ways. It should not be defined in terms of students

in the facility during available hours. -

\
The quality of maximum utilization should be based upon

optimal behavior changs.'' WILLIAM f.-WICKENDEN states:

Four things an engineer must have: a mastery of applied
science,.an instinct for economy of effort and.of cost, the
power to visualize ideas by imagination, and the power to
express ideas clearly in speech, or writing, or drawings to
other men. (15)

Laboratory experience must assist in.securing these types of

#
behavior change. /The quality of maximum utilization should be based

upon optimal Pehavior changes. Such a criterion for judging effec-

tiveness would call for a complete restructuring of facilities. At

present, laboratory facilitie's aim at simulation of industry. Though

this will remain as a key element in all techncilogical instructton it

should be relegated to.a position below that of meetirig educational

objectives. Optimal behavior change must be secured. )
Attempting to replicate industry.in even a modified form is an

expensive Process which can never be achieved because of costs and

the rapid tate of change which takes Ace in all spheres of industri-

al activity. However, if the several various forms of technological

education'were to utilize.the same facilities, tee cost of labora-

tories could.be markedly reduced. This is true only up to the point

of maximum student use. At this point additional facilities would

nled to be secured and greater specialization allowed to occur.

What is of concern here is the need for a new conceptual

process which could structure comprehensive laboratories that weet a

.17.
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variety of needs and serve to elicit specific behavior changes. Such

a program would be concerned with blocks of lfarning experience

rather than just blocks of tipe. Learning experiences directed o

specific ends should be the rule. Today learning is an accidenta

process which, by necessity, must be structured by the learner. Too

often educators are satisfied if.they know that some learning experi-
.

ence is taking place. The future will demand that we know how to

elicit the exact ledrning behavior required. Nations rise and fall

based upon their ability to develop the educational expertise needed

in an optimum manner.

Q 17. How may laboratory experiences be evaluated against

the more traditioKil rigid criteria for laboratory requirements?

A 17. MARVIN J. CETRON ahd others in the text, Technical

ItuatesourceManaemerlods point out a vital fact con-

cerning evaluation:

'raking this discussion back to Technology, it was stated
earlier that the assessment of Technology depends on who does
the assessing, why the assessment was undertaken, and on the
nature of Technology itself. (16)

Obviously, what is needed is a criterton that negates Cetron's

statement. It is the author's opinion that evaluation should be based

upon predictors whiCh indicate that the behavior change has taken

40

place in the student. The student's achievements are frequently

tested by formal test questions or by giving performance tests.

The purpose of'shops and laboratpries in-the field of edu-

cation is to assist the student in the development of knowledge,

unaerstanding, judgment and skill. It involves both thought and

action processes. The general method is best described as the use
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of the scientific method.

It is believed that one major task of all research under-
taken is to direct attention and observation to new findings
which appear to be the present boundaries of completeness.
New direction begins with the new development of intellectual'
speculation based upon intuitive insight. The search is
not for ideas as they never'seem to modify practice. The
real search is instead for new theories or explanations which
will dictate new operational proceddres. The researcher be-
lieves that the new era of education will focus upon teaching
people how to think, not w4t to thi7k. (17)

How refreshing it would be tólhive a new criterion of actual

educational development. How could we evaluate the process? If

adequateinputs or provisions are made for the learning process, then

specific outputs will be produced. These outputs have been desCribed
"%-

in this ,paper in terms of6behav1or change. A general classification

of types of behavior are as follows:

The following hierarch P4or classification explains
the researcher's ideas re ative o behavior.

1. Abilities--inherited capacities capable of perfor-
mance.

2. Intereststhe phenomena of mind which attracts or
repels the individual during the process of
independent investigation.

3. Attitudes--indicate the dispOsitiene individual
,has made between his potential energy and his
contact with specific factors of reality. It is
indicative of inconclusive evidence being gathered
or choice without understanding.

4
Knowledge---cognition of basic truth by utilization
of the direct intrusion into the mind of something
foreign to it, yet related to the sum of ideas whop
values have been established and stored in the memory
of the individual.

-5. 'Appreciationis the accurate recognition of truth
that comes through full realization of knowledge
and-onderstanding as contrasted with attitudes
based on inconclusive information.

6. Habits--are repetitive acts which are taihred to

4 9
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the physical and mental patterns developed through
adaption to the forces operating in the environment.
It is one basis for action.

7. Skill--is contingent unon the develooment of precise
thought and/or action.with respect to time, and it iso
only fully developed when thought and action processe
are closely interrelated. It is also defined as the
ability to'repeat the same action the same way more than
50 percent of the time. (18)

Obviously an experience for the student may terminate at any

point upon the scale. In general, he may follow the sequential order

to aRy particular poinlitn the scale. It is difficult to conceive of

anyone learning aRything without utilizing his capacity and interest.

to initiate the process. In a similar vein, it is.difficult to

c

conceive of anyone having developed habits and stills without under-

standing. The point to be4de is that though, and action processes
1.,

are telated. Psychologists have found that action processes tend to

reinforce knowledge obtained.

NEWMAN A. HALL, Ed., Britannica'Peview of Developments in

Engineering Education, reaffirms the previous stl,tement made about

the value of laboratory instruction:

' The laboratory provides the essential contact in engi-
neering design and development with.reality. As such, its
role in the education of the engineer is intrinsic and
rgundamental. The engineer who presumes to reject the
experimentalIest inevitably turns his back on reliability
and workability. Such an attitude, which could be mtab-
lished by an indequate educatiod can, in the long run, serve
to discredit engineering accomplishment. (19)

D. KEMPER in his book, The Engineer and His Profession,

further elaborates upon the advantagps of 'laboratory work. In his

discussion of the Preliminary Goals Report by the ASEL he states:

.The report strongly urged laboratory priences because
of the "feeling" for the actual physical situation lakpra-
tories can provide; and because, by permitting 6valuglion of
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the performance of designs, such experiences may lead to
the discovery of results not anticipated by theory. (20)

Plainly, any Program of evaluation brings to bear the struc-

ture, function, and methods utilized:- Inputs vs.outputs and the

achieved outcome of the program are critical factors. Achieved out-

comes must be equated to exposure time for required behavior change

and expenditures for facilities, equipment, materials, records, and

faculty. In addition evaluation should account for total successor'

failure, relevance'of curriculum, faculty effectiveness, facility and

equipment utiliition, student morale'and acceptance, and the ful-

fillment of societal need.

If progress can be equated in terms of behavior changes then

progress toward all higher goals wiil occur.

Q' 18. What controls appear to be necessary to guide the

development of .Engineering Technology laboratories?

A 18. Perhaps Amajor control for the development of

Engineering Technology laboratories is the same aS the nepd for the

development of Engineering Technology skills. MOH FOLK in his

treatise, The Shortage of Scientists and Engineers, statés the fol-

lowing:

Engineering demand is demand for certain technical skills
rather than demand for certain technical people. These
skil s are usually highly specialized and are quite unstan-
d i zed. ---Engineers are employed because of what they can

or what they can learn. (21)

It is not difficult to translate this same idea to all the

various fields of technological education, for each requires a similar

but different set of technical skills. The first.control, filen. is

need for the product being.turned out.
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A second c trol of major importance is the division of time
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alotted for each behavior change to be elicited. The effectiveness

of laboratory instruction vs. traditional thOry by lecture must be

recognized. A third control is funding. This control is not valid .

if appropriate experience is,..not taking pface because of inadequate -

funding. Costs 4re valid only when adequat4e funding is provided: In

the American Management Associati Report, Optimum Use of Eniineering

Talent, the following is stated:

The problem of selecting facilities therefore resolves
itself into achieving a balance between the desire of the
engineering department for maximpm facilities and %he desire
of the profit-center manager for zero investment in engineering
assets. Adequate procedures and controls oVer the selection
and acquisition of facilities are necessary to satisfy both
desires. (22)

Engineering Technology personnel make even.greater use of the

equipment than ihe Engineering group. Technology greatly desires a

wide coverage of machine-types plus machines with greater'specializa-

tion.g,The control that appears to be most appropriate in the devel-

opment of Engtneering Technology'laboratories could be called

! edudetional jusefificotion. Just as industry uses economic justifi-,

cation for the purchase of new equipment, the faculty sh8Uld be able

to show the extent.to which a new piece of gear will be used.for

instruction and the specific behavior changes,expected based Upon

student use.

Q 19. What effect do employment opportunities have with

respect to shop and laboratory experience in Engineering Technology?

A 19. Employment opportunities with respect to shop and

laboratory experience are first related to the size of the company and

the molter of technological people employed. The Uational Science
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foundation in its report, Science and Enceineering in American History,
OF

provides the following data in 1954:

Company Size
by Total Employment Number of Engineers

- 99 37,600

Percentage

9.2
100 - 499 50%500 12.4

.500, 7 999 21,400 5.2
1,000 - 4,999 66,300 16.2
5,000 or more 232,900 57.0

Total 408,700 100 %
(23)

j Obviously, employment opportunities are greater in companies ,

4 employing 5,000 or motemployees. One could'also assume that these

larger companie support more extensive'shops and laboratories. One

might also speculate that larger compatitef provide a greater division

I)

of labor and thus require greater speciglizati.on. If the abo've C

rationale is correct, then educational shops and laboratories have a
,

need for more extensive equipment which miuld aid in s.pecialization.

LEE DANIELSOU in his book, Characteristics of Engineers and

Scientists, makes the following statement:.

Engineering schools don't provide the background that is
necessary for a man to,do a job in industry. An engineer .

must know how to use the facilities around him. He must
understand the stiop and.the.processes used t get things ilP

. done. For instance, a university graduate m4y start using
a lot of formulas and complicated calculatio . We don't .

have to go throUgh all that procedure'bacause, we have exper-
ience. He may t all day to calculate the into,- require-

f:
ments for a mach thbut we knew em from expirience. A
university shoul give a student work.experience in addition
to theoretical tratning. (24) .

GEORGE C. BEAKLEY Ano H. W., LEACH in their teXt, Careers in

Engineerino, point out anothâr important fact about technological

enp1oyment:
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It should be realized, however, that the completion of

a college course is not the end of study for an engineer.
'The pace of discovery is so rapid today.that, even with
constant study., the engineer barely can keep abeast of

technological Improvements. If the engineering graduate
should resolve not to continue his technical study, he
would he far behind in technology within five years and
probably would be completely out uf.step in ten years. (25)

a

No one.knows fdr sore what the future holds; however, one can

state with accuracy that,the future will contplue to require ever

greater needs for technological capability, i.e., the application of

math and science to the aptimum conversion of natural reso4;71 to

'benefit man. Just as assuredly one can state that employment oppor-.

tunities with respect to shOp and.laboratory work will continue to

increase and become an even greater aspett 'of technological education.

. RALPH J. SMITH in his book, Engineering As A Career, emphasizes'the

Oalue of the laboratory:'

Laboratories provide training which can not be gained

otherwise. In addttion to Spoken or written words which are
abstract symbols of real thingsl experimental work provides
information gained through the senses of sight, smell, touch,
taste, and hearing.---The purpose of laboratory work is not
just to illustrate the theory of the text and lecture.

. Rather it should serve to emphasise,the distinction betwees.-
theory and practite. °It should develop skill in the experi-

mental method which forms the basis for the development of all

science. It should provide practice in observing, recording,
and reducing data and drawing conclusions therefrom. It

should lead to an appreciation of the limits of precision of
scientific measurement. It should in the case of enginwing,
provide an understanding of the practical problems of startip§,
controlling, and operating engineering. equipment. (26)

Q 20. How can the analysis and determination made in thi,

study serve Engineering Technology?

A 20. This study serves primarily in four areas. First, it

directs the reader to a wide array of informative facts. Second, it*

indicates current trends and possibilities for the future. Third, it

5 4
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emphasizes the most essential findings. Fourth, it provides the
(-

author with an apportunitx.to set forkh his own insights as a

conclusion to this study. Inbrief, the essential concepts touched

upon are as follows:

(1) Emphasizes 4hop and lafteatory activities as an indis-

pensable part of all technological education.

(2) Provides a profile of characteristics related to shop

and laboratory work.

(3) ShoWs that shop and laboratory work are an 'indispensable

tool to be developed by technological personyl.

(4) Emphaiizes that more tiae should be devoted to experi-

mental work in shops and laboratories.
4

(5). Points up need for in-depth study of methods to develop

competencies in shop and laboratory..

(6) Touches upon' need for a totally integrated system of

technological' education.

(7) Emphasizes the revolutionary advance in science and
40

technology. . 'f

(8) Provfdes somZDT)77-41:1cat background to show why techno-

logical education.is dynamic ar1 that further change will occur.
.111.

(9) Gives an overview of technical scientific education in

the public schools.

(19) Identifies types of shops and lahorapries; their

function, basic organiiational concept, essential method of problem

solving, and types of equ nment.

(11) Provides c &uct of technical scientific employmnt,

overlappiw.) eperatiuns and joint responsibilities.

'V*

.)

Ik
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(12) Places emphasis upon scientific method as the key to .

applied science.

(13) Provides a look into the future in terms of new types

of laboratories that will eventually emerge.

r.

(14) Points ouifthe fallacy of the current trend to elimi-

4

nate laboratory work in Engineering Education.

(15) Shows indication of some limiting factors.

(16) Cites need for new approaches.

(17) Places emphasis upon behavior change as the key to

development of laborathy facilities.

(18) Lisis functional roles of technological work.the stu-

dent experiences..

. (19) Indicates that the instructor's role is to create

behavior changes..

(20) Identifies Engineering Technology laboratories by a

systematic approach to goal accomplishment.

(21) Provides a list of alternaie aCtivities currently used

in lieu of laboratory experience.

(22) Indicates program development should be based on

blocks of learning experience, rather than upon blocks of time..

(23) Places emphasis upon how ti) thtnk, not what to think,

as a basis for educational development.

(24) Indicates classiCal types of behavior changes.

(25) E14borates upon problems of evaluation.

(26) Introduces some control factors.

(21) Points out employment opportunities.

ki%
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CONMESIONS

The national welfare of this nation can be assured only if

appropriate technological competencies are developed within our
4'

society in sufficient numbers to assure a posture df world leader-

ship in the field of applied science. The appfopriate competencies

can be obtained within the structure of the Federal Government,

Industeand our Educational Institutions.

Public educational institutions can improve their efficiency

if they begin to utilize some: of the techniques employed by the.

federal government in its many different institutions. Traditionally,

.the government develops oompetencies in a shoit period of time. Only

large inddstry can expend funds to achieve the same ends as the fed-

eral government. Industry must produce in an optimum manner. If

this is not done id a capitalistic system, companies and corporations

cgase to exist. Some few companies are willing to.share their

_stockholder's profits by setting up programs for students who will
At

not become members of the organization. Some modest programs are

o.lered to attract talent that is ibout to be topped opt. Usually

these prograrm are in lieu of(expensive recruitment, especially if

the company is one which must have a continuing supply of expertise

and knowledge bo.remainloompetitive. Teo frequently programs of

training in industry deteriorate to programs of inexpensive labor

sqpply with the student performing tasks leading to clorporate ends

rather than optimal educational devalopment. For the foreseeable

future nvst of the technological expertise will have to he develowd

Within our educational institutions.

;.)t
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Educational institutions are frequently restricted by virtye

of the funding process. 71?e question that must ide Awgred is, "What

shouk4 the balanoAe between developing an optimal educational

environment and keeping expenditures/at a mirth-aunt. The author of

this paper feels that a balance can 'be mode based only upon the

criLrion of achieving appropriate behavior changes in an optimum

manner. Belhavior changes can be tested and performance tests used

as possible checks.

Exposure time required to develop the required hehavior can

be measured in terms of time and moreiktzplied to secure facilities,

equipment, materials, systems of record keeping, and adequite person-

nel. Industrial methods of costing can be applied to obtain -Xact

educational cost for specific functions and facilities. Only when

we can equate educational costs against learning outcomes will it be

possible to optimize our system of education.

Laboratories must be evaluated upon their contribtition to
p.

securing specific behavior changes. 'As this paper has indicated,

some behavior changes can be learned only in the laboratory. Some

behavior chas can be achieved within a variety of settings and

in combination with other forms of instruction. What is sorely

needed is an in-depth investigation of what curricula and methods

achieve th. desired behavior changes in.the most optimum.manner.

There are many forms of technological education offered in

Lh United States. Each-dcwelops and Operates its own program and

not enough attention is directed to providing continuity for the

student. Establishing such a system would conserve time and
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money and at the same time look to the social issues ot job

satisfaction.

Within academic institutions laboratory alternatives are'

dispersed upOn"a spectrum withnilxismin laborabary utilizatIan at one

end, apd no laboratory utilization at the other end. It will always

be true that theory can be given at minimal cost 'whereas laboratory

utilization is more costly. Can afford arbitrary decisions? Can

we afford not to subject vdrious programs, plans, and concepts to'

thteresearch method? 14Ow is the time to determine optimal ways*of

sqpuring required behavior changes.

The best way to secure interest in this field of endeavor

appears to center around visibility of purpose. kor this reason,

this study will be concluded by 0 listing of advantages of laboratory

instruCtion. The advantages in some cases appear to have similar

elements; Ilethaps the various contributors had a siNilar idea in
!LS

Wiind. The purposes and aclvantages of laboraory instruction follow

in an unralpd list.

Shops. and Laboratories:
A

1. Are th& scenes of new discoveries.

2. Stimulate further developments in technology.

3. Improve operations of theoretical 6ngin2ers.

4. Serve to develop an instinct for economy.

5. Provide a measure of reality.

6. Provide om)ortimity to rake full' utilization

of th.! f;cientific method.

7. Pplatc theory to practicu..

-
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8. Provide specialized experiences.

9. Frequently suggest new studies.

10. Are in themselves a problem solving process.

11. Provide opportunities for education in human felations.

12. Have theraputic value in that they provide for a.

release of tension.

13. Allow for the testing pf theories.

14. Provide a neasure of career guidance.

15. Relate thlaughtirand hetion processes.

16. Are dynamic Inethcds of learning.

17. Can assist in develo pecialization.

18. Develop the visualization,process.

19. Are, as an educational process, frequently easier than

theoretical analyses.

20: With extensive use of models, eliminate worry About all

considerations of factors taken into account.

21. Prpyide prIltmployment experiences.

22. Provide for the development of new interest.

23. Serve as aids to instruction.

Dovelop practicing engineers.

25. Utilize mental capabilities of absorption, retention,

re3soninq, and creativity.

Prwide slY!Cializexi exper i ency.s.

27. Can be used in the preparation of traininl aidn.

28. Provide for dynamic processes of develq.mnt f rom a

general education 1:ase.

60
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29. Can provide certain types of behavior change more readily.

30. Can be designed to instia technological competency.

31. Are used in teaching basic instrumentation.
W

32. Teach the technique of analysis of experimental data.

33. Provide opportunities.for practice in technical

communicatibn.

34. Develop attitudes of research.

35. Teach the organization of texts.

36. Provide Dar both vicarious and directed educational

processes, by moving from experienc,,to the learning

and moving from the learning to experience.

37. Nbet the needs and interests Of students.

38. Are valuable in the.introduction of concepts.

39. Provide the opportunity to work with real equipment.

40. Provide for the development of mcdels.to subsume

information.

41. Provide some opportunities Dar supervision and manage-

arnt through grow projects.

42. Teach people to experiment.

43. :',-covide continual reinforcement in the larning process.

44. Help the student make future value judgnents.

45. Provide ap essential tool for intelligent research.

46. Provide opportunities to learn basic skills.

47. Provide opportunities to establish control procedures.

48.G. Are valuable in the process of discxwery learning.

49. Arid interest anti challenge for youth.

te.
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50. Provide explanations of the less obvious aspects of

technological education.

51. Allow for integration of concepts.

52. Simulate systems by devices to provide the basic action

of systems.

53. Provide the individUaized experiences.

54. Are tools for expression in drawing.

55. Serve to supplement and strengthen subject matter.

56.. Give purpose to the teaching of theory.

57. Provide practice in writing engineering reports.

58. Awaken scientific curiosity.

56
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59. Can serve jas a basis for the cultivation of good work

hnbits..

60. Develoy(techniques.in the use of equipment.

%61..
Teach the.izportance of scientifi6 procedure scientific

investigation.

62. Provide for socialized experiences.

63. .Provide exparience in the evaluation of expericntal data.

64. Provide experience in real-situations.

65. Assist in the recoqnition and formulation of pndblems.

66. Lead to the introduction of many of the materials tilled

in the field.

67. '14(volop conscisYtsrv.ss of value:-; and ou:;t-s.

68. rAlklop clj)procictL ion tor tl!:! proc,!sL; of innovation.

69. PIA. errphasis upon tlic --! hunan factors in eniiicring.

70. .lop i (:riticril p)int or vif-v.

.6 2
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71. Coffer ample opportunities for self-deVlopment and

improvement.

72. Emphasize the concept of reliability and workability.

73.. Help pace rapidly expanding technology.

Mbve pedagogical math back to an experigental base.

75. Develop new knowledge through experimentation.

76. Allow for computer facilities to simulate or extend

p2:17"tla11y useful pxOjects inlordblem solving.

77. Devep skiklin construction of laboratory apparatus.

78. Give's gnificance to Courses by providing for the devel-

opment o teaching theories.

79. Give st an approac4 to piloblems similar to those-

experienced engineering practice.

ar

BO. Develop self confidence.

81. Peinforce the scientific and engineelZing principles

given in lectOre courses'.

82. Aid in the development of judgmpnt thrOugh valuable

experimental investigations.

83.* Provide introductioR bo related techniques and supplement

classroom instruction.

84. etti doveloIS proficiency in nunual skills.

85. Du-felon-a framodork of mind and the techniques which

'should enable the graduaLe to play his proper role in

incit*;try.

86. DIArelop Lthits ol careful inkr2s,tigatiori.



87. Assist students in translating various acaduldc program

requirements to the students' dbnceived objective of

use and application.-

88. Provide first hand experience as opposed to information

obtained from printed pege.

89. Provide training that cannot be &tallied otherwise.

90. Serve to emphasize the distinction between theory and

practice.

91.1 Provide practice in dbserving, recording, reducing dat'a,

and drawing conausions.

92. Allow for the development of teamwork.

93. Develop inventiveness.

94. Put emphasis upon the application of knowledge.

95. Help provide realistic expectations.of work in Industry.

96. Stimulate students to develop to their maximum.

97. Allow for problem solving of a practical nature.

98. Open the door to adventure.

99. Provide a-moment of reality.

100. Fr o tly allow'for the discovery of results not anti-

cipated.by theory.

It seers appropriate to conclude this list oT advantages

though there are wany more that could be listed. At'the same time,

full recognition is given to the sindlarity of some itA:Ins. The

laboratory is not limited in scope'and is modern in conception.

be properly used it must be dynakic and constantly changing.

6 1
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The educator should ask such questions as:

1. What are you going to do?

2. Why are you going to do it?

3.- How are you going to do it?

4. What will it replace?

5. What ideas will it teach?

6. Where will it fit in?

WHINNEY states:

The use.of the laboriltory in education is for the
purpose of giving students active and direct experience
by letting themdo the things that they We read about--
The'laboratory then is a place to work, to'think, to
explore, to experience, and to exercise ingenuity and
resourcefultw-_*- to make things perform in a, desired

manner. It is knowledge in action that,.in turn, results
in more knowledge. (27)

(c)meone once saidithat a practitioner of applied science,

vto does not have an adequate background in shop and laboratory
I.

work, is akin to a surgeon without practice. It is hoped that each

reader of this article will reappraise the values of shop and

labioratory instruction and personally prpvide more opportunities

for his students. As a professional group we must insist upon optimal

educational experiences.
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